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i UNITED STATES OF AMERICA f tS

i NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 92. AUG 2 41981 >h,

" '

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD Offica cith nc:6ry,

0;&2 &Ca:;o[| L.
08 0hBefore Administrative Judges:

Elizabeth S. Bowers, Chairman s ,

'MDr. Oscar H. Paris
,

Dr. Emmeth A. Luebke

SERVED PUG 24198;
j In the Matter of

) Docket No. 50-142 OL l

Q\ gt
Q') (Proposed Renewal of

THE REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY
) Facility License)

l 0F CALIFORNIA s
) x E

(UCLAResearchReactor) August 24, 1981 'E'

p: AUG 2 51981 m -i

ORDER RELATIVE TO SCHEDULING Es'sU
; AND OTHER OpEN MATTERS 4,
; b/ y

,

*In the Board's order of May 29, 1981, the Board responded to,

questions from CBG as follows:

1) A party should respond to a Board order granting a '

motion to compel as quickly as possible or if there
I is a time set by the Board, within that time. *

L
i 2) A tight discovery schedule can remain in place without
| adjustment only if no disputes develop between parties.
| If disputes arise and motion's to compel are filed with
I response time permitted, then the schedule must be ad-

justed. If a party does not get answers to inter-'

rogatories and is forced to file a motion to compel,
there is no way tha't party can file follow-up questions
within a short time schedule. An adjustment will have
to be made to the schedule to accommodate each situation.
It is always the expectation of a Board that discovery
requests will be answered in a timely and complete manner
and disputes will not develop.

~

On June 19, 1981, UCLA requested a chahge in the discovery, reciting

the several motions that it:had filed'with the Board .e response time to

the motions and problem of follow-up actions while these matters were
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pending. l'CLA requested that the original schedule be suspended and

proposed that a revised schedule be issued as part of the Board's

ruling on the motions to compel and the protective order request and:

- that it provide for twenty (20) days for a party to
respond to a Board ruling, if there is one, directing
that party to provide further written answers to the
April 20 r,uestions;

- that it provide for an additional twenty (20) days for a
party to submit follow-up questions (or revise questions
already submitted to conform to the Board's order) to the
other party's answers and, if directed, further answers; and

- that it provide a further additional twenty (20) days for a
party to respond to the follow-up questions.

The Board's order of July 1,1981, suspended the original dis-

covery schedule, confirming a telephone message to the parties on

June 30. CBG also relayed a message to the Board that due to delay

it had just received the UCLA filing of June 19 relative to the
,

j schedule and that it wished to respond. CBG stated in its response
,

of June 30 that it had no objection to two of the suggestions by UCLA

j but objected to the suggestion that UCLA be permitted to serve follow-

up questions to its first set of interrogatories after failing to meet

the deadline for such service.
,

UCLA ar.d CBG have interpreted the language from the Board's

order of May 29, quoted above, differently in their respective filings

of June 19 and June 30, 1981. UCLA states that since it filed a Motion

to Compel relative to the CBG answers to its first interrogatories that

follow-up questions need not be filed until the Board rules on the

motion. CBG takes the position that follow-up questions should have

; been filed on all answers on June 10 except the four issues which were

|
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the subject of the UCLA motion to compel. Since the language quoted

this point, we think both interpretattons areabove does not speak 1
,

not only possible bx ray even be reasonable. The Board's order of

July 20, 1981 re'ed on the UCLA motion to compel but since our order of

July 1,1981, suspended the discovery schedule because of the numer]us

disputes, an open questien still exists on the due date of the UCLA
,

follow-up questions. Since we cannot turn back the calendar on the

two interpretations put forth by the parties, we have determined that-

'

UCLA shall submit follow-up questions, if any, twenty (20) days from the

date of receipt of this order. In response to a CBG question: the 20 days is

in addition to five (5) days mailing time.

UCLA suggests in the filing of June 19, 1981, that the CBG follow-

up questions filed on June 10, 1981 (Set Three) should be amended to

reflect the Board's ruling on the UCLA request for the protective order.

(Board ruling issued on July 1,1981.) The reverse is equally true.

UCLA can cite the Board's ruling in the protective order request (as

well as the Board's ruling on the motion for reconsideration) in responding

to the CBG follow-up questions. We have determined that it is more ap-

propriate for UCLA to state the limitation imposed by the Board's ruling.

BUT before UCLA takes this action, UCLA and CBG are directed to meet and

to consider each and every CBG follow-up question. The Board cannot

understand why two parties in the same habitat have communicated as

- if they were on different planets. UCLA and CBG are directed to meet

to consider agreement on any matter arising in dispute between them.

l
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No motions shall be filed with the Board until this avenue has been

exhausted. The UCLA response to the follow-up questions filed by CBG

on June 10 should be filed twenty {20) days from the date of the meeting

of the parties; the meeting should be scheduled as promptly as possible.

In the filing of June 19, 1981, UCLA suggested that a new schedule

proviue for twenty (20) days for a party to respond to the Board ruling

to provide further answers to the April 20 questions. The Board's

order of July 1 ruled on the UCLA motion for a protective order and

the Board's orde of July 20 declared moot the UCLA motion to compel.

The Board's oider of July 15 requested CBG to update its June 12

motion to compel since considerable more information had been furnished

or promised by UCLA.11 We adopt the mutual suggestion that

twenty (20) days should be allowed to provide further answers to the

April 20 questions on forthcoming Board rulings. We also set twenty.

(20) days 1 rom the receipt of this order for UCLA to provide answers .

to interrogatories for which the protective order was not grr *,ed

recognizing that some of the information furnished recently by UCLA

may fall within this category.

.

-1/ We have received the CBG update of the mot- . o compel dated
August 10, 1981. We also received a re'- 'lephone message
on August 19 from UCLA that it was repu e a response to the
update. The document will be filed on or before August 25. We
await this document before ruling on t!a CBG motion to compel.

.
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We have responded above to the second suggestion from UCLA that

twenty (20) days be set for a party to submit follow-up questions (or

revise questions already submitted to conform to a Board Order) to the

other party's answers and,if directed,further answers.

The third UCLA suggestion was to provide for twenty (20) days

for a party to respond to the follow-up questions. We have adopted in

essence this suggestion in directing the UCLA response to the CBG

follow-up questions. We now direct CBG to respond in twenty (20) days.

from receipt of the UCLA follow-up questions, if any.
.

Another open matter is the CBG follow-up interrogatories of July 1,

1981 to " Set one". If they have not already been answered, the answers

should be filed on or before twenty (20) days from receipt of this order.

Because of the very extensive discovery to date, we hope that fur-

ther discovery will be quite limited. We repeat, parties must make

every effort to resolve differences before motions are filed with the

Board. When the time has run on all discovery matters, we will set a1

date thirty (30) days from that time for the filing of motions for summary

dispositions and further scheduling.

| IT IS S0 ORDERED.

FOR THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND,

| LICENSING BOARD

- /kAu&-
Eliztbeth S. Bowers, Chairman
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

j Bethesda, Maryland

August 24, 1981


